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FOREWORD
Turs urrr,n EssAY, so masterly in its grasp of its subject so
lucid and vigorous in expression, clears uP one of the major
problems of our time. When we Marxists have fully assimilated
it we shall be so much the more fit to carry the burden of
leadership which history must soon lay upon our shoulders.

No history of philosophy, no history of science, can be successfully written independently of the history of society, for
the basic categories of science are in the last analysis determined by the structure of society. In a class-divided society no
ruling class has ever pushed its thought to the point which

its own

position. Social categories thus
penetrate the natural sciences, explaining an essential feature of
their constitution and explaining also the causes of their distortion and decay.

would undermine

it

of science, not
only in its applications but in the most intimate recesses of
its theory, is a political question. To speak like Aristotle:
science is by nature a political matter.
This is a burning question of our day, one that is in itself
difficult to understand and where understanding is clouded by
passion. For this reason one welcomes an essay combining
topical urgency with the serenity of science. Short works
written in this mood have befote now exerted a powerful action
on events. One cannot suppress the hope that this booklet may
be found useful not only in our own country but beyond.
From this

also follows that the development

BrNlanarN FennrNcroN
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I
THE CRISIS OF BOURGEOIS SCIENCE
Moonnx

scrENCE is the creation of the bourgeoisie. It is one
of the most typical products of bourgeois society. And it carries
the rnark of its bourgeois origin in its methods and in its ideas.
It is the means for understanding and controlling the processes
of nature and society created under the conditions of the

development of capitalism.

To

is at once to imply a method of criticism of
It is to say that the science of the past and present is

say this

science.

not pure science but the science of a class, and to be criticised
as such.

But

it is not to deny the achievements of science.
BASIC CONCEPTIONS

TnB cnsar development of modern science took its origin in
the sixteenth and seventeenth. centuries. At the foundatiou of
this dev
which h
whole p
coveries

or Harvey, all proceeded frorn this basis, which was

philosophically

in

Bacon's first aphorism:

expressed

t'Man, as the minister and interpreter
of nature, does and
understands as much as his observations on the order of nature
--either_ with regard to things or the mind-permit him, and
neither knows nor is capable of more.,,l

1 Francir Bacon, Notum Arganum, Bk.
5

I, l.

The experimental method was not the creation of modern
science. On the contrary, it had been employed by the Greeks'
But with modern science it was first used on a wide scale,
intensively developed, applied in all spheres of investigation as
the fundamental method of scientific investigation-replacing
mere obseryation and spe'culation about the causes of observed
facts.

And (c) there was rapidly built up a mechanistic conception
of nature, as a system of bodies eternally, or since the creation
of the world, going through the same cycle of movements
according to fixed laws.
This mechanistic conception reached its zenith in the Newtonian mechanics. The application of the bourgeois conceptions
of mechanism-and their power and fruitfulness-is likewise
shown, for example, in Harvey's discovery, which overthrows
the old Galenic ideas by regarding the heart as essentially a
purnp, which pumps the blood around the body.l
SUCCESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCIENCES
Wnar, THEN, has been t-he character of the achievements of
bourgeois science in the period of its rapid and flourishing
development since the seventeenth century? These achievements
can be sumrnarised under three heads.
(a) There has been achieved what Engels called " the successive development of the separate branches of natural science "z

--the evolution of the different

sciences

"""J;:T"T;"":I:.;.T1
ideas were revived in
as formed

in the liver

along the same ohan-

their differentiation one from another as distinct " disciplines ".
t'Apart from rnathematics, astronomy, and mechanics, which
were already in existence ", writes Engels, " physics becomes

definitely separated from chemistry (Torricelli, Galileo .).
Boyle put chemistry on a stable basis as a science. Harvey did
the sarne for physiology. . . Zoology and botany remain at
first collecting sciences, until palaontology appeared on the
scene-Cuvier-and shortly afterwards came the discovery of
the cell and the development of organic chemistry. Therewith
comparative morphology and physiology became possible. .
Geology was founded at the end of the eighteenth century. . . ."1

In this process, which, as Engels says, must be " studied
further in detail ", the successes scored in one field of science
create the possibility for the establishment of the scientific
investigation of new fields. The whole process exhibits its own
internal logic of developmen! which unfolds on the basis of
the development of tle productive forces of capitalist society,
which at one and the same time present new problems for
ssience
them.

to tackle and provide tJle technical means for tackling

This successive

and difierentiation of the
right to our own day, and will continue, has, however, its negative side. This is shown in the
tendenry to the separation of the sciences and to overspecialisation, which continues to operate despite the es'tablishdevelopment

sciences, which proceeds

ment
chami
scienc

sciences, such as physical-chemistry, bio-

which today results

in ,, the unity of

as a rnajor unsolved problem by bourgeois

philos

ACHIEVEMENTS OF ANALYSIS

(&) IN er,r. the successive fields of science the major achievernents have been achievements of analysis-the analysis of the
phenornena of nature into their parts or elements. This essentially means the demonstration of how things work, in the sense
of the demonstration of how the action of the parts{produces
ism

of

the circulation of tthe blood.

2 Engels, Di.alectics of Nature, p, 2t4.
6

the action of the whole,
1 ibid, p. 215.
7

One of the greatest'achiwements of scientific analysis is the
atomic theory, which regards all bodies as made up of atoms.
On this basis it was demonstrated, for example, how chernical
cornpounds are formed-as when atoms of oxygen and hydrogen combine in tJre proportions of one atom of orygen to two
of hydrogen to form water. Again, the basis of the solid, liquid,
and gaseous states of matter was demonstrated: the differences
between these states depend on nothing else but a change in
the distances separating the atoms or molecules of the sub.
stance in question. Again, it was shown that heat is nothing
but the movement of the atoms, which increases as the
temperature rises, so that when a solid body is heated it becomes
liquid, and then turns into a gas. Thus a flood of light is thrown
on the properties of bodies, and on what happens to them under
various conditions, by the discovery that bodies are made up

of

atomo,

Such analysis, achieved by scientific investigation, proves a
powerful instrument for man's control over nature, in as much
as knowledge of the parts and how they function gives power
of control, and-as Engels pointed out when he described how
tt

things

in

themselves

make a thing

for

"

.

for

us

"-power

to
its

" bringing it into being out of
it for our own purposes into the

ourselves,

conditions and using
bargain.

become " things

."1

,T\MO

KINDS OF ANALYSIS
connection that there are at

It rs worth noting in this

least

of analysis practised by science.
(1) There is the kind of analysis which

tr,vo kinds

dernonstrates how a
process on a macroscopic scale is constituted out of processes on
a microscopic scale. This is exemplified in the atomic theory

in physics and chemistry, in the cell theory in biology, and also
in Marx's economic analysis of commodity production. It is the
kind of analysis which investigates the elementary processes
which go to constitute a more complex process, and has resulted
in sorne of the most outstanding and permanent discoveries and
achievements bf science.
1 Engel*, Feterbach, p.32.
o

Thus the atomic theo,ry investigates the fundamental protaking place in and determining the course of physical
and chemical changes. The cell theory in biology shows how
the growth of the organism is a process of the multiplication
and differentiation of cells, and investigates in the cell the basic
processes of metabolism. Again, Marx's Capitat affords an
example of the same kind of analysis in the sphere of econornics. It was on the basis of an analysis which reyealed the
fundamental, elementary economic processes of the circulation
of commodities in capitalist society that Marx was able to
demonstrate the laws of motion of capitalist society.
(2) There is the kind of analysis which postulates that the
production of a certain end-result is controlled by the action
cesses

of various factors.

This kind of analysis occurs, of course, throughout the whole
field of science, wheneyer it is asserted that a certain result
depends upon the values of a number of variables-for instance,
the dependence of the volume of a gas on the temperature and
pressure, or where such factors as specific gravity, specific heat,

vaiency, etc., etc., are sorted out. Again, this type of factor
analysis is exemplified in biology, when factors of nature and
nurture are distinguished as influences affecting the development of the organism; or in economics, when factors of supply
and demand are distinguished as influencing prices.
In fruitful scientific work the two kinds of analysis are combined. However, in many departments of bourgeois science
strong tendencies arise to separate the second kind of analysis
analysis-from the first-analysis of fundamental pro-factor
cesses. For example, in his fundamental economic analysis Marx
dernonstrated the law of ztalue', i.e.: " The magnitude of the
value of any article is the am,ount of labour socially necessary,

or the labour-time socially necessary, for its production.,,l
I'hen he was able to analyse various factors which cause cornrnodities to exchange at other than their values. But bourgeois
economics altogether neglects the analysis of the fundamental
processes of the circulation of commodities, and confines itself
to atternpted analysis of facto,rs governing the production and
1 Marx, Capital, Vol. I, ch. i, section 1.
9

exchange of commodities. Such analysis is superficial anci leads
to falsification of the phenornena investigated.
lfhe same thing happens in bourgeois genetics" A number of
factors are said to constitute the genotype of the organisrn,
which combine with environmental factors in determining the

of the particular organism. But this analysis is separated
from any fundamental analysis of the processes of growth, of
heredity, and of the interaction of organism and environrnent.
fate

TENDENCY OF ANALYSIS TO BECOME METAP}IYSICAL
Trrn ecmcvENIENTS of scientific analysis in bourgeois science
have their negative side, which is expressed in the tendenry of
analysis to becorne metaphysical. 'fhis tendency is bound upwith
the tendency in botrgeois s€ierlce to conceive every'thing
rnechanistically and hence to conceive of analysis as the investigation of mechanism.
If one is presented with some mechanisrn-a watch, for
example-and wants to know how it works, one must take it
to pieces, find out what parts it is made of, how they fit together,
and how they operate.on one another: in this way one dernonstrates how the watch r.vorks, its mechanistn.
If the task of analysis is conceived of exclusively after this
anatrog'y or model, then its aim is to demonstrate how the
phenomena of nature are made uP out of a number of separate
parts, and how the processes of nature result from the extertal
or mechanical interactions of these parts one on anotl-ler. In
this way the conception of nature is dominated by the conception of the machine. This domination of tlle machine over the
people who make it, who thereby fai! to understand the nature
of their own handilvork, has long been manifest in bourgeois
science.

What is a machine ? Marx showed that " all fully developed
rnachinery consists of three essentially different parts, the motor
mechanisrn, the transmitting mechanism, and finally the tool or
working rnachine ".l The machine is a rnan-made assemblage of

parts, such that

if

a motive force

is applied and they are set

in motion, the operation of the machine produces certain results.
r Marx, Capital, Vol. I, ch. xv, section l.
10

The parts are essentially separable. If no motive for-ce is
if the motor is not set in motion, nothing happens. If

applied,

the transmitting rnechanism is disconnected from the tool, again
nothing happens.
Flence if nature is conceived of after the model of the
rnachine, then nature is conceived as made up of so rnany
separable parts in interaction, whose motion always results from
sorne impulse fro,m outside.

" reduction " or " levelling down ", in which it is attempted to
of movement of the whole
tions of the parts. That a process
does not mean that nothing exists
rate movements. To say this is to
and to assert that the vrorld consists of certain " ultimate " elements, which are the ,, ultimate
reality "-or which are, at all events, the limits of knowledge.
The metaphysical tendency of analysis. shows itself in factor
analysis when the f
are rigiclly
reduce the unique qualities or forms

conceived each

apart

And sometimes this
and distinct entities
distinguished. When a number

ndependent.

of

of separate
which are
separate factors are distin-

guished as controlling a certain end-result, it is postulated that
each separate factor must represent the operation of some
separate thing.

This is the
Corresponding
as constituting
sets of materi

le.
ed

ed
be

strung out along the chromosomes in tlle cell like beads on a
string. For each separate factor there is postulated a separate

entity.

ll

'fhe result of this procedure in the case of factor analysis is
that the factors are postulated as something given and largely
uncontrollable. This is exactly what has happened with genetics,
with the genetic constitution of the organism, when first a
number of separate hereditary factors are distinguished and then
each factor is transformed into a fixed and separate thing. 'Ihe
result of such metaphysics is that, fi:om being an instrument for
the more effective unders;tanding and control of natural processeq analysis becornes the very opposite. It trecomes rather an
expression of what men conceive to be the limitations of their
action than an instrument for enlarging their powers of action.

tionary ideas was a .further blow towards the emancipation of

from theologlr.

science

In the seventeenth and the first part of the eighteenth
centuries, he points out, " science was stili deeply enmeshed in
theology. Everyrvhere it sought and found its ultimate resort in

an impulse from outside that was not to be explained from
nature itself.
Cope'rnicus at the beginning of the period
writes a letter renouncing theology; Nervton closes the period
with the postulate of a divine impulse ,,. But the evolutionary
theories removed the necessity of explaining the world by a
divine impulse from outside, by ,,explaining the world from

the world itself ".1

EVOLUTION

(c) Tur rsrno achievement to be noted is the advance of
bourgeois science from the static conception of nature as the
eternal repetition of the same kinds of processes, in which the
same kinds of things keep on repeating the same kinds of
to the evolutionary conception.
Evolutionary ideas took possession of one field after another:
for example, in the theories of the origin and development of
the solar system, and likewise of the stars and of the galaxy;
in geology, which traces the history of the evolution of the
earth's crust; in another way in chemistry, with Mendeleyev's
periodic scheme of the elements; in biology, with the theory of
ttre evolution of organic species; and in various conceptions of
the stage-by-stage evolution of human society.
It was in this connection that Engels noted the profound
importance of three great discoveries of bourgeois science,
namely: " the discovery of the cell as the unit frorn whose
multiplication and differentiation the whole plant and animal
body develops ", the discovery of the law of the transformation
of, energy, and the Darwinian theory.l
These discoveries, he pointed out, transformed the conception of the interconnection of natural processes and led to the
recognition of nature as " an historical Process of development ".
Engels likewise pointed out that the introduction of evolurnovement,

1 Engels, Feuerbach,

p.

56.

t2

The advance to evolutionary conceptions of nature was con_
of industrial capitalism and the industrial
bourgeoisie,
supplanted
the earlier manufabturing and
_which
nected with the rise

It was the harbinger and concomitant of the
industrial rcvolution. Society entered upon a period o[ exceptionally rapid change, which invaded the consciousn.ru ,f #th
mercantile phase.

philosophers and scientists.

As Caudwell put it: " Now the bourgeois philosopher sees
nature through rapidly changing economic categories, and hence
sees changing nature. He sees the change in nature. . . . The
inierest

l'he

of

scientists

is now directed to

change in nature,
theory of change
urgeois society of
policy."2

conception

of wolution was integrated with the litreral

conception of progress characteristic of the industrial bourgeoisie.

And it was a genuine discovery of science, representin[ most
important insight into natural processes, for which the
lround
had been prepared by the matirials amassed and the m-ethods
of investigation established by earlier science, but which sup_
planted earlier conceptions.
At the same tine, evolutionary ideas were hampered by the
limitations inherent in even the most progressive bouigeois
outlook.
1 Engels, Diltlectics ol Nature, p. 7.
2 Caudwell, The Crisis in Plrysics, p. 52.
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DIALFCTICAL MATERIALISI/I-

A SCIENTIFIC GENERALISA-IION
'fnr acrrBvEMENTS of bourgeois science-the successes of
scientific analysis in field after field of investigation, and the
discovery that in every field nature is a process of historical
development-prepared the ground and provided the materials
for the great scientific generalisation embodied in dialectical
materialism.

Thus Engels couid already write

in 1885: "The

revolution

lvhich is being forced on theoretical natural science by the mere
need to set in order the purely empirical discoveries, great
rnasses of which are noryv being piled up, is of such a kind that
it must bring the dialectical character of natural events more
and more to the consciousness even of those empiricists who are
rnost opposed to it. . . . Natural science has now advanced so
far that it can no longer escape the dialectical synthesis.
Nature is the test. of dialectics, and it must be said for modern
natural science that it has furnished extremely rich and daily
increasing materials for this test, and has thus proved that in
the last analysis nature's Process is dialectical and not
metaphysical."r

It is
p
cotunec

into
andlysis of the Pro
nterdisco't,
in
the
and
,
eloPnd ol the latos of
m.ent, tha,t tkere is demonstrated the dialectical. ckaracter af
natwds Process. Front this point of view tke conceptions of
matefialist dialect'ics are the croaning generalisation of a whole
epoch of scientific adzwrce and the point of depsrture for neza
their

adudnces,

THE REVOLUTIONARY CHARACTER

OF

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM
Bur rr the ideas of materialist dialectics are a generalisation
the basis of which lvas PrePared by the achievements of
bourgeois science, that does not mean that the philosophy of
dialeitical materialism is sirnpty a summary or record of those
1 Engel+ Anti-Duhring, pp. 18, 19, 20'

l4

achievements. On the cantrary, this generalisation was, as
Zhdanott has pointed out, a genuine nelv discovery, of trans-

forrning, revolutionising significance for philosophy and for
the sciences.l
The main thing is that dialectical materialism gives generalised
philosophical expression to the outlook of a new class, the
revolutionary proletariat. This outlook assimilates into itself the
most advanced achievements of bourgeois science and bourgeois

philosophy. But

it is a new outlook, which transforms botlt
It discovers and brings out the under-

science and philosophy.

lying dialectical connections and the dialectical motion of the
of nature and of history, thus introducing into the
sciences what Engels called " the dialectical synthesis', and at
the same time ridding them of the limiting, harnpering conceptions of trourgeois thought and bourgeois methodology.
What are the new, revolutionary features of dialectical
processes

rnaterialism?

(1) It is the coruplete victory of the materinlist outlook,
establishing tke pinciples o,f a cornplete and. absolately consistent mat'erialist approach in all spheres ol thought.

t'This means ", said Engels, " that it was resolved to comprehend the real world-nature and history-just as it presents
itself to every one who approaches it free from preconceived
idealist fancies. trt was decided relentlessly to sacr:ifice every
idealist fanry which could not be brought into harmony with
the facts conceived in their own and not in a fantastic con-.
nection. And rnaterialism means nothing rrlore than this."2
This rnaterialism involves at one and the sanre time the
criticism of both the idealist and the mechanist preconceptions which penetrate bourgeois thought in the sciences. The
categories of materialist dialectics provide precisely the method
to comprehend the processes of nature and history as they r,eally

are, free from the falsification introduced by ide4list

and
mechanist ideas.
1 A. A. 'Zhdanov, On the Elistory of Philosophy-speeoh at conference
of Soviet philosophers, June, 1947.
2 Engels, Feuerbach, p" 53,

l5

(2) Dialectical materialism ends th.e philosophical systems o,f
the past, in zrhich it was attempted to er.ect a philosophy stcnding abatte the sciences, dictatin.g it.s conclusioms to the sciences,
or claiming to produce d. more fiue dnd comple,te account o'f the
u,orld and o'f human thought and actiuity thmr. could be ach'i'ezted
by the sciences.
In her book on science in the seventeenth century, Martha
Ornstein calls the philosophers " the propagandists of science ".l
This is true, in the sense that what the bourgeois philosophers
have done is to abstract the idealist and mechanist categories of
interpretation used in bourgeois science in its various stages of
develdpment, and elaborate these into rigid systems, thus obtaining a generalised expression of the preconceptions of bourgeois
science and hardening them into dogmas, into hard and fast
systems claiming to be eternal truth. And at the same time the
inventors of philosophical systems have claimed to go beyond
the sciences: they have clairned to reveal the ultimate nature of
the reality which science deals with and to reveal the nature of

spiritual reality inaccessible to science-the nature of God and
of the human soul.
In opposition to all philosophical systems, Engels wrote:
" Modern materialism is essentially dialectical and no longer
needs any philosophy standing above the sciences. As soon as
each separate science is required to get clarity as to its position
in the great totality of things and of our knor.vledge of things,
a special science dealing with this totality is superfluous. What
still independently survives of all former philosophy is the
science of thought and its laws-formal logic and dialectics.
Everything else is merged in the positive science of nature and
history."2

(3) This means that with dialectical ruaterialism philosophy

for lhe fi.rst tim'e becotnes

scienti.fic,

firmly based on the sciences. And

in the

sense

of

heing

th.e philosophical gener-alisa-

tion which is based on the sciences i"s at the sctme time a guiding
method for the sciences, d.n instruntent for the further adodnce

of science.
1 M. Ornstein, The Scientific

Societies ol the lTth Century.

2 Engels, Anti-Du.lring, p. 32.

l()

" Marxist philosophy ", said Zhdanov, " ur distinguished
preceding philosophical systerxi, is not a science
dominating the other sciences; rather is it an instrument of
scientific investigation, a method, penetrating all natural and
social sciences and enriching itself with their attainments in the
course of their development."r
The ideas of dialectical materialism are generalised from the
attainments of the sciences, and continually enriched as the
sciences advance. And the point of this generalisation is that it
is something that can be set to wo'rk. Dialectical mqteri.alism is
a guide to the grand strategy of future scienti;fic adacnce, a
weapon of c'ri^ticism against mechxnism and idealism in the

from

scicnces, and an, instrument

results

lor th.e httelPretation o'f scientific
md their integration h the milerialist corcepti.on o,f

nq,ture and history.

up systems above tho
of adequate philosophical

Bourgeois philosophy, which sets
sciences,

by

so doing robs the sciences

guidance.

This was commented on by Caudwell, when he said of the
theoretical outlook of bourgeois science: " That is not to say
science has no theory; it is impossible to have any practice without a theory, but science's theory is the minimum theory possible, a theory which is empiricist and opportunist because it
springs directly frorn practice. It is not a theory which has been.
evolved to meet the needs of a man's whole life in society,
including his scientific speculation. It is a specialised theory
designed only to meet the needs of a man as a scientist and not
as a man with blood in his veins who must eat, labour, marry,
and die. This limitation is pointed out with pride by modern
scientists. It leaves room for God, they explain."2
Dialectical materinlism, zthich ends philosophy stmtding abow
the sciences, proaides the scimces ubh th,eir philosophy, caeqles
a philosophy which p,metrates the sciences. This is its strength;
and this is one of the things about it which those imbued with
the traditions of bourgeois science can least stomach.
a Zhdanov, On the History of Philosophy.
2 Caudwell, Cisis

in

Physics,

p.

59.
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FRUSTRATION OF SCIENCE
Bur rnr achievements of bourgeois science, which prepared the
basis for dialectical materialism, have at the same time had the
effect of throwing bourgeois science into a condition of chronic,
permanent crisis,
This was already perceived by Engels, when he said: " But
the scientists who have learned to think dialectically are still
few and far between, and hence the conflict between the discoveries made and the old traditional modes of thought is the
explanation of the boundless confusion which now reigns in

theoretical natural science and reduces both teachers and

students, writers and readers, to despair."l
The crisis of bourgeois science may be studied under three
aspects. It manifests itself in three principal ways'
(1) Firstly, there is the organisational side. Science has
developed from the stage in which it was carried on by private
individuals using home-made apparatus to the stage in which it
is carried on in large institutions, involving the co-operation- of
whole research teams, with technicians and assistants, involving
heavy finance, elaborate organisation, including publishing
housLs and journals, and complicated and expensive equipment.
This has proceeded together with the growth of indus'.rial
capitalism into rnonopoly capitalism. And it has meant that as
science has developed into a great social institution, so it has
fallen more and more under the control of the great monopolies
and of the imperialist state machine. Science has become subject to the dictates of the capitalist monopolies in their scramble
for profits and drive to war.
This means that the very organisation of science under rnonopoly capitalism carries with it 'the disorganisation of science,
the frustration of science, and its distortion into those directions demanded by the interests of the monopolies. Scientists
as individuals become the servants of monopoly capitalism, have
to rvork as the rnonopolies direct, and are subject to all the
economic and political hazards of capitalism in its dectrining
days.

It is only as the

outcome

of the struggle for socialisrn that

1 Engels, Anti-Duhring, p. 29.

this frustration and distortion of science can be

t;:"i"."rt"

(2) sncoxor-y, rrrERE :.fri
internal, theoreticat
crisis of science-the crisis of scientific ideas. The essence of
this crisis in all fields is precisely that stated by Engels-" the
conflict between the discoveries made and the old traditional
rnodes of thought ".
The great achievernents of bourgeois science, its penetrating
analysis of nature, its discoveries of the interconnections of
natural processes and of their laws of movernent, have come
into collision with its traditional modes of thought its narrow
mechanism and empiricism. The further theoretical development
of science demands, as Engels put it, the dialectical synthesis.
But this would be to carry theory far beyond the.limits imposed
on it by the bourgeois outlook. Hence tl.re crisis of ideas in
science.

Just as the development of the productive forces reaches a
point where it can continue only by bursting through the fetters
of the capitalist social retrationships, so the development of the
sciences, which in the last analysis reflects the development of
the productive forces, reaches a point where it can continue
only by bursting through the fetters of the ideas which reflect
the capitalist social relationships.
The task of br.eaking these fetters belongs to th'e new, rising

In its struggle the zaorking class
poli"tical party, the Communist PMty, drmed

social f o,rce, the uorking class.
gi.aes

rise

to its

uith the theory of Maruism-Leninism. And

th,e teth

ol

leader-

ship in the sphne o'f the sciences, too, devolues upon this Pmty.
The entire tendenry of the discoveries of the sciences is to
reveal with growing comprphensiveness and clarity the
dialectical laws of motion and interconnectio,n in nature and

human society, and thus

to

break through the traditional

mechanistic materialism and narrow empiricism of the scientists
1 See further, J. D. Bernal and M. Cornforth, Science fot Peace and
Socialism.
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overcome.

Socialism means the free, oianned, and unfettered development
of science in the service of the people.l
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and to confirrn tle outlook of dialectical materialisrn. It is this
which Lenin underlined in the case of physicq when he wrote:

" Modern physics is in travail; it is giving birth to dialectical
materialism."r
But this tendency does not suit the bourgeois outlook, and

Hence arises a counter-tendenry in bourgeois
science. It turns back from its own achievements, gives up the
vantage grounds which have been won and suffers a theoretical
contradicts

it.

collapse.

This tendenry has revealed itself in all fields of science. It
revealed itself first, not in the natural sciences but in economics,
where the class interests of the bourgeoisie were most nearly and
most immediately affected. Classical English political economy
established the scientific foundations of the analysis of comrnodity production and discovered the law of value. But it was
left to Marx to follow up this achievement by the discovery of
surplus value and the law of motion of capitalist society. As
for bourgeois political economy, it collapsed into mere apologetics of capitalism and could not follow up its orvn initial
achievernent.

In

sociology the same process was repeated after the publication of Morgan's Anciefi Society h 1877. By his discovery of

the gens, Morgan discovered the key to the scientific understanding of, as he expressed it, " the lines of human Progress
from savagera through barbarism to civilisation ", the origin of
the family, private property, and the state. This achievernent
was immediately recognised and fo,llowed up by Marx and
Engels.z It could not be followed up by bourgeois sociology,
which has suffered the same collapse as bourgeois economics.3
In biology the same process was repeated after Darwin.
Bourgeois biologists have, for the most part, turned their backs
upon the materialist teachings of Darwin concerning the evolu1 Lenin, Selected Worhs, Yol. XI, p. 365.
2 See Engels, The Oigin of the Farnily, Pritnte Property and the
State.

3

A brilliant vindication of Morgan's researches, following up
exposing
rt socrety
society and exposrng
Morgan's discoveries in the analysis of ancient
i contained in George
the bankruptcy of bourgeois " scholarship ", is
Ttromson's Marxist work, Studies in Ancient Greeh Society,
20

tion of living organisms and there emerged the trend known as
" neo-Darwinism ".
" Even when Darwin's teaching first made its appearance, it
became clear at once that its scientific, materialist core, t}le

of the evolution of living nature, was antagonistic to the
idealism that reigned in biology ", writes Lysenko. ,, Darwinism
as presented by Darwin contradicted idealist philosophy, and
this contradiction grew deeper with the developmenl -"f tn"
materialist teaching. Reactionary biologists have tierefore done
everything in their power to empty Darwinism of its rnaterialist
elements. The individual voices of progressive biologists . . . ljrere
drou.ned by the choms of anti-Darwinists, the reaitionary biologists the world over.
tJreory

" In the post-Darwinian period the overwhelming majority
of biologists-far from further developing Darwin,s teachingdid all they could to debase Darwinisrn, to smother its scientific
foundation. The most glaring rnanifestation of such debasement
of Darwinism is to be found in the teachings of Weismann,

Mendel and Morgan, the founders

of

modern reactionary

genetics."l

It

was

left to Soviet biologists to reinstate and continue the

achievernents of Darwinism and to expose the theoretical collapse
of bourgeois biology.

In physics, once_ again, the same process is being manifested.
Unable to undertake the materialistlheoretical geniralisation of
its own discoveries concerning the electron, the atornic nucleus,
the quanturn of action, bourgeois physics has collapsed into
forrnalisrn, into various varieties of the theory that ,, matter has
disappeared ", and into idealist cosmological speculations.
__

All

along the line bourgeois science sufiers this

sarne

theoretical collapse. Its own discoveries contradict its own traditional modes of thought and it proves unable to carry them
forward. Its practice collapses into empiricism and ,narrow
specialisation. Its theory dissolves into fragments: it despairs
of any general theory of science, of positive knowledgi of
1
!-ysento, Address to Lenin Academy of Agiculttral Sciences, luly
31, 1948. See The Situation in Biological Science, p. 14.

reality,l and takes refuge in ad hoc hypotheses,

in

II

formalism

and idealist speculations.

As a result there is to be found no clarity of fundamental
in any departrnent of science today, and it is rent with
controversy in all spheres. Such is the real situation of bourgeois
science. This situation is disguised only by the enormous output
of particular, specialised studies, accumulating in an unmanageable number of specialised journals. But this very empiricism
and specialisation is only one of the syrnptorns of the profound
crisis of ideas. At the same time, the true situation in the
sciences is hidden from lal,msn by the pontifical pronouncerpents of certain scientists in the popular press and over the
radio, when they corne forward in the character of experts,
though it is often only a case of the blind leading the blind.
The way out of this crisis is by the appiication in science of
the categories and methods of dialectical materialisrn. This, of
icleas

it is worth pointing out
that there is a revisionist way of seeking to apply dialectical
materialism in science, as wcll as a Marxist way. The revisionist
vralr ls uncritically to accept the particular formulations being
made by bourgeois sciencc and to try to dress thern up in a
clialectical rnaterialist terminology. 'I'he Marxist way is by the
method of criticism and self-criticism.
course, is by no means an easy job. And

IN SCIENCT,
(3)
Tnmor,l wIrH the triumph of socialism in the Soviet
.iJnion,
and with the division of the world into its socialist and
TWO TRENDS

capitalist sectors, the crisis of bourgeios science begins to assume

the aspect of the conflict of two trends of science-of science
in the capitalist rvorld and of science in the socialist world'

Ihe trend of science subjugated to monopoly capitalism is
opposed by the trend of science planned and organised in the
service of the people. Bourgeois science is opposed by Soviet
science, guided

by the ideas and methods of

rnaterialism.
1 Cf. Caudwell, The Crisis in Physics, p. 60.
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dialectical

MATERIALISM VERSUS IDEALISM
Tne

ruNoanlrNrar, categories of the Marxist criticism of
in its theoretical aspect are (a) the criticism
of its idealism and (6) the criticism of its rnechanism. At the
roots of the dialectical materialist outlook are the twin conceptions of materialism aersus idealism, and of dial,ectics aersus
metapltysics-mechanism being a forrn of metaphl,sigs. fhrt
Stalin says of dialectical materialism:
" Its approach to the phenornena of nature, its method of
studying and apprehending thern, is dialectical, while its interpretation of the phenomena of natllre, its conception of these
phenomena, its theory, is materialistic."r
trourgeois science

AGAINST IDEALISM AND MECHANIS1VI
Oun cRrrrcrsnr has a double edge- against idealisrn and against
rnechanism.

This is expressed in the conception of the fight for Marxism
fight on two fronts has a perfectly
clear meaning. It means that in expressing our Marxist point
of view we must guard against tl,vo errors, fight against tlvo
deviations-a mechanist error ancl an idealist error.
The typical mechanist error is to forget dialectics and reduqe
Marxism to crude rnechanis ic materialism. The typical idealist
error is to put forward the categories of dialectics as a kind of
Hegelian scheme, forgetting that these categories are evolved
from our study of and action in the material world and that
" nature is the test of dialectics ". Obviously both errors mean
the substitution of bourgeois .philosophy for Marxisrn---a
revision of Marxism, a retreat from Marxism.
And so in fighting against, criticising, bourgeois philosophy
and bourgeois ideology in the sciences, we are fighting against
and criticising both its idealist and mechanist tendencies.
But this does not mean that there are two separate enemies,
two disinct theories which we are criticising. On the contrary,
I History of the Cammtnist Paiy of the Sotsiet tlnion, p. l0S.
as a fight on two fronts. This
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idealism and mechanism are like siarnese twins: they are joined
together in bourgeois theory, each is the complement of the
other and reinforces the other.
This point was vividly expressed in an interjection during
Zavadovsky's speech in the Soviet discussion on the situation
in biology. Zavadovsky referred to the fight on two fronts; he
admitted that Lysenko was criticising idealist tendencies in

biology; and then he asked: " Where is the fighting front
against mechanisrn?"
Vorcr rnou rHE AUDIENCE: "

In the same place."
Zavaoovsxv: " Now that is what I fail to understand, and
I would like someb,ody to enlighten me on the point."l
Because of this, Zavadovsky tried to find a middle path in
biotogy. Bourgeois genetics was idealist, but Lysenko was
rnechanist, and what was wanted was a middle path. What he
failed to understand was that Lysenko's dialectical materialist
criticism was directed against both the idealist and mechanist
rnistakes of bourgeois triology-that Lysenko was advancing
a materialist theory dialectical in its appro'ach, while the geneticists were defending an idealist theoty mechanistic or ,rxeta.ph.ysical

in its approach. That is why I-ysenko's

Marxist

criticism was directed at one and the same time and in one and
the same place against idealism and mechanism.
The difierence between materialism and idealism-between
the materialist and idealist interpretation or conception of the
phenomena of nature-was defined by Engels in a classical
passage:

" The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of
modern philosophy, is that concerning the relation of thinking
and being. . . . The answers which the philosophers gave to
this question split thern into two great camps' Those- who
asserted the primacy of spirit to nature . and therefore in the
last instance assumed world creation in some form or other
cornprised the camp of idealism. The others, who regarded
nature as prirnary, belong to the various schools of
materialism."2

r Situation in Biological

Science,

p. 345.

2 Engel*, Feuerbach, pp. 30, 31.

Elaborating this, Stalin said:

" Materialism holds that the world is b,y its very nature
rnaterial, that the multifold phenomena of the world constitute
different forms of matter

in motion

a

of a long period, nearly half a

century, they developed

materialism, that they further advanced one fundamental trend
in philosophy
The discoaery ol the materialist di.ilectical tnethod by Mwx
*nd Engels memtt tlbe decisiae aictory of the materialist interpretdion of the woild ozter idealism, by traruscmd,irug tfu
mechrnistic lirnitatians o,f the mmerialism ol th^e pest.

MECHANICAL MATERIALISM IN THE
FIGHT AGAINST IDEALISM
TnB recr that Marx criticised mechanical materialism should
not blind us to the tremendous progressive role which it played
in the fight against idealism. Referring to this, f,enin said:
" Throughout the moder-n history of Europe, and especially
at the end of the eighteenth century in France, which was the
sceae of a decisive battle against every kind of medieval rubbish,
against feudalism in institutions and ideas, materialism proved
to be the only philosophy which was consistent, true to all the
teachings of natural science and hostile to superstition. cant,
and so forth. The enemies of dernocrary therefore tried in every
way to refute, undermine, and defame materialism, and advocated various forrns of philosophical idealism, which always, in
one way or another, arnounts to an advocacy or support of
religion."3
I History of the Communist Pmty of the Sorsiet Union, pp. Ili-lX2.
2 Leni:a, Selected Worhs, Yol. XI, p. 386.
s ibid,p. 4.
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that thought is

produot of matter which in its development has reached a high
degree of perfection, namely, of the trrain, and the brain is the
organ of thought, and that therefore one cannot separate thought
from matter without committing a grave error."l
Marxists are uncompromising par-tisans of the materialist
point of view against idealism. Thus Lenin said: "'Ihe genius
of Marx and Engels consisted in the very fact that in the course
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Inherent in idealism is always a duali.stic outlook, a separation of the world into two realms of rnatter and spirit, which
is itself but a continuation in philosophy of the dualism inherent
in all religion and which has its origin in the division of
society into classes. The mechanbal materialists ztaged a Fo-

fight agai,nst ide'ali.sm tnd clericalism by trying to
extend to the realm of mind and soci'ety the same mechanistic
conceptions which were used in the scienti"fic inaestigation of
ndtule; th.ey sought to include man and all his spiritwal
aciiaities in the mechanistic system o'f the natural uorld.
gressi.ve

It is not at all true to say, as has sometirnes been suggested,
that mechanical materialism sought to exclude mind from the
material universe; on the contrary, it sought to include it-this
was the very essence of its materialism.
However, mechanical materialism tended to see man only as
the product of his environment, and not to understand how
man changes his environment and in that process changes hirnself. It saw consciousness only as reaction to environment, not
as hurnan activity.

Marx laid his finger on this weakness of mechanistic materialism
These's on Feue'rbach. Thtts: " The chief defect of all
hitherto existing materialisrn is that the object, reality,

it his

conceived only in the form of the ob.ject or
contemplation, but not as human sensuous actittity, practice, not
subjectively."l
The materialists, conceiving of the sensible world as a system
cf bodies in interaction, conceived of our perceptions and ideas
sirnply as the image produced in our consciousness when those
bodies impinge on our sense organs. They did not appreciate
that our perceptions and ideas, our consciousness, our knowledge of the world, is not simply a product of the action of
external things on us, but is produced by us in the process of
our acting on external things that we gain our knowledge of
the world, not just by receiving impressions of objects and
conternplating the world, but by changing the world.
" Thus it happened ", Marx continued, " that the actizte side,
sensuousness

t

is

h4arx, '-fheses on Feuerbach, l.
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in

opposition

only

to materialism, rvas developed by idealism-but

abstractly. ."'

It was the achievement of classical German idealism, frorn
Kant to Hegel, to have realised that consciousness does not consist in a passive reception and combination of irnpressions and
ideas, but is an activity. But, as Marx said, they conceived of
this " active sider . . . only abstractly ". They conceived of it as
an activity of " pure thinking": they separated thinking from
the material world, transformed it, as Marx said elsewhere,
into " an independent sqbject",2 ar.d then made out that it was
actually thinking which created and governed the world. They
did not appreciate that thinking is the activity of concrete human
beings.

Developing

his standpoint in opposition to idealisrn.

and

criticising mechanistic materialism, Marx continued: " The
question whether objective truth can be attributed to human
thinking is not a question of theory but is a practicai question.
In practice man must prove the truth, i.e. the reality and power,
the 'this sidedness' of his thinking. The dispute over the
reality or non-reality of thinking which is isolated frorn practice
is a purely scholastic question."3
And he concluded: " The materialist doctrine that men are
products of circumstances and that, therefore, changed rnen are
products of other circumstances and changed upbringing, forgets that circumstances are changed precisely by men and that
the educator must himself be educated. . . ."4
In this way Marx diagnosed and corrected the defect lvhich
rrechanistic materialisrn manifested in its progressive struggle
against idealism.

The starting point of the mechanical materialist philosophy
in the static view of nature typical of the mechanistic
science of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is sornetirnes said that, just as mechanistic rnaterialism saw man and
his consciousness only as the product of circumstances and did
was

a ibia.

2 Marx, Capital, Preface to second edition.
3 Marx, Theses on Feuerbach, lL
4 ibid, Ifi.
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not appreciate how circumstances are changed by men, so also
the whole idea of evolutionary process was alien to mechanistic
materialisrn and was contributed solely from the side of
idealism.

This, however, is not the case.
de the conception of a stage-by-stage
the central theme of his philosophy.
evolution as belonging solely to the

" The changes that
soever they ma

infinitely mani-

fold

exhibit only

a

repeating
ppens 'nothing
new under the sun'
ges which take
place in the region of Spirit does anything new arise. This
peculiarity in the world of mind has indicated in the case of
perpetually

man an altogether different destiny frorn that of merely natural

objects-in which we find aiways one 'and the sarne
stable character, to which all change reverts; namely, a real
capacity for change, and that for the better-an impulse of
perfectibility."r
The great and undoubted achievement of Hegel should not
blind us to the radically dualistic character of his idealist
system, which affir-rned the evolution of spirit only to deny the
evolution of natur'e; nor distract attention from the achievements of the materialists, who were pioneers in the evolutionary
conception of nature and society. For the whole idea of evolution is in essence a materialist idea, whatever idealist gloss may
be put on it.
Thus, for example, the mechanical materialist Condorcet
advanced the conception of the progressive development of
hurnan society, frorn savagery through definite stages to the
reign of " liberty, equality, and fraternity ", and he endeavoured

to

correlate these stages with corresponding advances

of

pro-

ductive technique. Diderot, who based his ideas on the inseparability of matter and motion, was almost a dialectical
rnaterialist. And the highest achievement of French mechanistic
materialism was the evolutionary theory of Lamarck. Lamarck
1 Flegel, Philosophy ol History, translated by
J. Sibree, p. 54.
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based his theory on the materialist c'onception of the living
organism as the product of its environment, with its corollary
of the inheritance of acquired characters.
Thus the philosophy of mechanistic materialism led to the
conclusion that the world and everything in it was in continual
process of change and developrnent, and that this process prcceeded by laws that could be discovered by science and formulated with strict scientific accuracy. Yet this conclusion rvas in
contradiction to their conception of the universe as a mechanical
system. They could recognise a development, but the mechanistic
categories which were their tools of thinking would not suffice
to explain it.
The mechanical materialists, for all their weaknesses, carried
the materialist fight against i.dealism a long way. Marx, by
enriching materialisrn with the ideas and methods of dialecti,cs,
established the basis of an absolutely comple,te' qnd consistent
materia,list owtlooh, itu opposi.tiom to idealism. By introducing the
dial'ectical rnethod into materia.lism, Mwx showed hozn to ctrry
th,e materiali.st fight against ide ism to complete oictory tnd
hoto to destroy tnd demolish ilealism root Mtd branch.
THREE TYPES OF IDEALISM
Tnnne cAN be distinguished three typical forms of modern
idealism.

(a) There is idealism of t}le objective type-old-fashioned,

classical idealism. It does not deny that the material world
exists or that we can gain extensive knowledge of the material
world; but it says that its existence is secondary and derivative,
and that behind it is the ultimate reality, which is spiritual.
Such doctrines vary frorn the simple theological view that God
created the world, through Leibnitz's theory that matter is only
the outward manifestation of the activity of spiritual monads,

to

Ifegel's view that the world

is the embodiment of

the

Absolute Idea, or Whitehead's that real process€s consist in the
ingression of Eternal Objects into space and time.
(D) There is subjectiae idealism, which says that the material
world does not exist, and that nothing exists but our o\ryn sensations, perceptions, and ideas. For subjective idealism a table,
29

for

is neither a material object nor a collection of
of table: it is a col-

was an objective idealist, who consistently fought against -sub-

(c) Closely related to subjective idealisrn are relati.oist types
idealism. Such idealisrn does not deny the existence of
external reality, but says that it is unknowable. Our knowledge
it says, is strictly relative: we know how things appear to us,
but not what they are in themselves.
Stalin describes this idealism as follows: that it " denies the
possibility of knowing the world and its laws
does not
believe in the authenticity of our knowledge, does not recognise

of philosophy, and could formulate, although in an idealist way,
the principles of dialectics which were afterwards, as Engels

instance,

monads, nor a materialisation of the idea
Iection of sensations in my mind.

of

objective truth, and holds that the world is
themselves which can never be known

to

full of things-in. . .,'1

science.

A good example of such relativist idealism is Russell's latest
boolr on lluman Knozt;ledge, its Scope tnd Limits. fle used to
say that the physical world was " a iogical construction " made
up of sensations. Now he does not even say that. He says:
" Physical events are known only as regards their space-time
structure. The qualities that compose such events are unknown
completely unknown that we cannot say either that they
-so
are, or that they are not, different from the qualities that we
know as belonging to rnental events."2

It is importaut to distinguish these forms of idealism, and
in particular to grasp the distinction between objective idealism
on the one hand, and subjectivism and relativism on the other
hand. For the most typical f.orm of cotutemporary idealism is
relatiaisnt and subyecti"aism: this is the typical ideotogy of
capi,talism

it

in

decay.

tlat in contrast to such forms of idealism,
certain systems of objective idealism may even in some respects
And

follows

stand gut as progressive trends

in

jectivism and relativism in all its forms, that he was able to
make the vast contribution which he did make to the progress
put it, stood on their feet bY Marx.

THE DOCTRINE OF LIMITATION
Tnn vBny essence of the doctrines of subjectivism and relativism
is the doctrine of the limitations of human knowledge and the

corresponding limitations of human practice. This is becoming
in-the very titles of recent books-Russell: Human
"*pr".."d
Kh.owledge, its Scofie and Limits; Chwistek: Tfu Limits ol
Scim,oe.

t'The most we can do," says Professor Ayer, " is to elaborate
a technique for predicting the course of our sensory experience'"
We can describe the order of our sensations, not the laws of

All physics can d', says
our own physical oPerations and
their"outcome, Everywhere what is expressed is a doctrine of
limitations. " There is an absolute limit to the fineness of our
powers of otrservation," says Dirac- Reichenbach speaks of an
inherent " anomaly " in any description of the physical world,
so that it is absoiutely impossible to give any account of the
world free frorn " anomalies ".1
The same doctrine of limits turns uP everywhere-in views
about the limits of the possibilities of raising crop yields, in
views about the ineradicable primitive instincts of mankind

motion

of

objective Processes.

Bridgman, is to

speak abo'ut

bourgeois philosophl,-

making a stand for the objectivity of scientific knowledge against
the prevailing subjectivism. Thus Whitehead, for instance, was
undoubtedly in sorne respects a progressive thinker. He was an

idealist who still maintained the objective existence and
knowability of the material u'orld. And it was because Hegel
I llistory of the Communist Pmty of the Sooiet (Jnion, p. ll3.

2 Russell, IIuman Knouledge, p.247.
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1

Knottleilge; P. W. Bridg-

A. J. Ayer: F
i^n, ih"'Logi,
nlZiroi;"t; H.
Quantum Mechanics.

See

A. M. D-irac: - Quantum.
Phical Foundations ol
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I

sion of the general crisis of
of the capitalist world as it

capitalism. It expresses the state
appears to the denizens of that

ceives his job to be to work at some particular problem, to
tale observations bearing on that problem and then to generalise
the results of those observation. Indeed, it is sedulously taught
that the " scientific attitude " consists in simply reporting
observations and correlating them, while avoiding any comment
on them, any interpretation. This is known as scientific
" objectivity " and " impartiality ", old positivisrn is the philosophical expression of this type of " scientific attitude ".
2. By the very way it expresses the narrow specialisation of

world just as faithfully as the liberal philosophy of the midnineteenth century orpressed the rising phase of industrial
(with
ngels,
state

of any tendency
to militant materialism. If science is only correlating observations and not discovering the laws of motion of the real, objective world, then science leaves plenty of roorn over for religion
or for any species of obscurantist teaching which is current in
science, the positivist outlook deprives science

POSITIVISM

Tns nrosr characteristic expression of subjectivism and relativism in relation to the sciences is the positivist theory of knowledge. This theory has received many expressions, bui its essence
is to say that our knowledge of the wbrld, which starts from

the capitalist world.

3. Recently the positivist outlook has assumed particular
in physics. It is expressed in tJle forrnalism
characteristic of physical theory; that is, in the conception that
the job of physics is to, produce formulae which correlate
prominence

known to science, 'but we might get some hints about
theology.l

it

observations and predict the results of particular o'perations, or
rather the probabilities of those results. Thus Carnap states that
there is no need to " understand " the formulae of physics in
any other sense than this, no need to give the terms of those
formulae " any explicit interpretation " as referring to objective
physical processes.l And Dirac says we " cannot form a rnental
picture " of real physical processes " without introducing
irrelevancies ", and " it is quite unnecessary that any satisfying
description of the whole course of the phenomena should be

from

given."2
,l

philosophical expression of the attitude of the scientist who con_
1 Eddington, The Nature ol the Physical
World, Chap. 12.
2 Dewey, l.ogic, p. 459.

This formalism is closely connected with the breakdown
of the classical mechanistic ideas in physics. The mechanistic
picture of the physical world has broken down; positivists quite
correctly say that the old metaphysics must be rejected, but from
this conclude that what must be rejected is all and any attempts
to picture the real physical world.
1 Carnap, Foundations of Logic and A4athematics.
2 Dirac, Quanlum Mechanics.
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THE MA]'ERIALIST THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
Trrc ucut against this type of sub;iectivism and relativism in
the sciences, which stultifies the theoretical development of
science and is an expression of the deep crisis of bourgeois
science, demands that we adopt an uncompromising advocary
of rnaterialisrn. And

it

demands that we really master the method

of materialist dialectics.

In

his Materialism and Empirio-Criti.cistn, Lenin brought out
theprinciples of the materialist theory of knowledge, as afighting
weapon in the sciences.
l. For the materialis,t theory of knowledge, our knowledge is
based on social practice and tes,ted in social practice. Knowledge is generated and tested in the actiuity ol changing the
uorld. And so the ob'ject of hnowledge r.s objectit:e re:ality, and
zue l,e.qrn more of the truth concerning the zuorld ds we dre dble
rnore fully to ,ne.ster cutd control the objectiae processes in the

woild.

The positivist theory of knowledge, on the other hand,
expresses first of all a situation in which practice is limited,
ernpirical and specialised. And the positivist, and the scientist
whose theory is tinged with positivism, sees scientific knowledge
also in a limited, specialised way. He sees the basis of knowledge
in the particular operations of the scientists and in the observations to which they have led, and for him theory is an account
of those operations and observations, and not a grasp of the
objective world. He sets the one against the other.
2. For the materfulist theory ol lmowledge, knouledge must
just as tke pouer of action tnust aLways be
lirni:ted-the liNnitati.oq.t cot'responding to the stage o,f social
deaelo'pwent and, in particular, to the techniques 'atnilable at
alutays be limited,

dny stdge.

But for the materialist th,eory of knoutledge, such limitations
ctre neaer absolute: knouledge and praaice is alztays li.mited,
but the task is always to get oaer those limitati.ons.
Thus, for example, the power and knowledge available from
the technique of microscopy was lirnited by the wave length
of light, and this was a limitation inherent in the ordinary
microscope. But it was not an absolute limitation, and it was
34

overcome by the invention of the electron microscope.l
The modern idealists, on the other hand, are always propounding theories to make limitations absolute.

Thus modern physics has corne up against the fact of the
interference of the investigator in the processes he is investigating. If we seek to determine by observation the position or
rnomentum

of an electron, then the very

act

of

observation

causes a disturbance of the position or momentum of the
electron of an order of magnitude which cannot be neglected.
So modern physics has had to recognise and formulate the truth
that we know nature by changing it. This is an irnportant
advance in scientific theory.

But this principle is formulated as a " principle of uncer". If we seek to determine the position of an electron,
then the observation creates a disturbance which renders the
momentum of that electron uncertain; and if we seek to detertainty

mine the momentum, then the disturbance renders the position

uncertain. Ifence there

is an

inherent and

inescapable

uncertainty about the rnotions of electrons. In this way the very
discovery of'the interference of the investigator in the processes
he is investigating is formulated as an absolute limitation to
the possibitities of knowledge of physical processes.
'Ihis " principle of uncertainty " is formulated by one school
of physicists in another way. They adopt the view which was
expressed by Eddington when he wrote: " Something unknown
is doing we don't know what-that is what our theory amounts
1 When a beam of ligrht is employed to observe objects, the fineness
of the power of observation is lirnited by the wave length of light.
By employing a beam of electrons in the electron microsope, the
fineness

of observation is greatly increased, since trhe wave length
with the electron beam is much less than that of light.

associated

Flence we can see much smaller objects.
The positivist Mach used to say that objects on the molecular
level must always and necessarily remain on a purely hypothetical
plane, because we can never possi'bly see them. Today it is possible
to examine a crystal structure with an electron microscope and to
see quite clearly the orderly arrangement of the separate molecules
in the crystal. Ntlaoh was quite wrong. It is possible, too, in a

Wilson chamber, to see-not, it is true, electrons, protons, and
other constituents of the atom themselves, but the traces left by
their

passage.
3-5

to."'l According to this school, the properties of material proin wave equations. They deny the material
existence of particles and say that particles are " wave packets,,.
But the wayes are not propagated through any known material
medium-they are simply waves-" waves of nothing in
nothing."2 The wave equations are regarded, then, simply as
a mathematical formalism, which ofiers no comprehensible
picture of any physical reality, but is useful in so far as it
enables the investigator to predict the probability of observations. The " principle of uncertainty " then takes the form that
the equations of physics do not allow the quantities known as
the position and momentum of the unknown ,, something,,
which we call " an electron " to be simultaneously specifiid
except within certain limits of uncertainty. If the one quantity
'
is determined, then there is an indetenainacy about the other.
The materialist criticism of the views associated with the
" principle of uncertainty " does not seek to deny the tr.r.rth
which these views express, i.e., the recognition of' the effects
of the interference of, the investigator in the processes he is
investigating. It must be directed against the idealist way in
which these views have expressed and distorted that truth.
This idealism consists in transforming the particular lirnitations
of a particular physical technique into absolute limitations of
cesses are expressed

3. For
r'elatioe,

tlt^e materi,alist theory

in the

sense that

of

knoztiledge,

truth is

roe dre able to drrioe

of the real
dnd

at a tnore and more adequate expression
of motion of obi,ec;tizte things

properti;es and lazts

processes.

For the subjectivist and relativist, on the other hand, truth
is solely, exclusively relative-it relates exclusively to our own
observations and operations, not to the objective world, tJre
nature of which is inexpressible.
" Every ideology is historically conditioned," writes Lenin,
" but it is unconditionally true that to every scientific ideology
there corresponds an ob.lective, absoiute nature. You will say
that this distinction between relative and absolute truth is
indefinite. And I shall reply: yes, it is sufficiently indefirite to
prevent science from becoming a dogma in the bad sense of
the term, frorn becoming something dead, frozen, ossified; but
it is at the same time sufficiently definite to enable us to
dissobiate ourselves in the most emphatic and irrevocable manner
fro.rn fideism and agnosticism, f,rom phiiosophical idealism and
the sophistry of the followers of Hume and Kant. ."r

always

it is limited mrd conditioned by the

pmticulm ndture of the technique uthereby zle have arriued at
it. We can only ercyess ,the truth about things ,in terms of our

of the operatinns whereby we ha:e
to know fibout them.
But dt the same time, truth is absolute, or objectiore, in'the
sense that it relates to th,e ob'jectiz.te, material utoild; and th.at
1 Eddington, The Nature of the Phyical World, p. 291.
2
P, Freedman, The Principles ol Scientific Resemch, p. 60.
ov,tn experience o'f thcm and

come

"p.
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1 Lenin, Seleaed

llorks, Yol. XI, p,
JI

198.

III

been introduced into nature only by our

rninds-this recognition

is the kernel of the dialectical conception of nature."l
The method of dialectics is the method of investigating and

DIALEC'IICS VERSUS METAPHYSICS
Ws appnoecu the problems of science, and of the criticism of
bourgeois science, armed with the weapons of materialism and
the materialist theory of knowledge-and armed with the

rnethod of materialist dialectics.
Engels opposed dialectics to metaphysics. Metaphysics is that
way of thinking which tries to sum up the nature of the world,
or of any particular part of the world which is being investigated, under some formula of the sort which says that there
exist certain definite things, each with its own fixed nature and
properties, marked off and distinct from one another, and coexisting and interacting in some fixed framework of relationships.
This metaphysical way of thinking, he says, " had a good
deal of historical justification in its day. It was necessary first
to examine thfurgs before it w'as possible to examine proccsses,
One had first to know what a particular thing was before one
could observe the changes going on in connection with it."1
But this way of thinking has to be overcome; and the need
to overcorne it and the way to do so is demonstrated in the

very advance of the sciences themselves.
Dialectics, says Engelg comprehends the world " not as a
cornplex of ready-made things but as a complex of processes ".2
" The revolution which is being forced upon theoretical
is of such a kind that it must
natural science," he wrote, ".
bring the dialectical character of natural events more and more
to the consciousness even of those empiricists who are most
" opposed to it. . . . The old rigid antitheses, the sharp, impassable
dividing lines are more and more disappearing. . . The recognition that these antitheses and distinctions are in fact to be
found in nature, but only with relative r.aliditf and that on
the other hand their imagined rigidity and absoluteness have
I Engels, Feuerbach, p. 55 (my italics, M. C.).
2 ibid,

p,

54.
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understanding the processes

of nature, and the development of

nature, as they really exist-" in harmony," as Engels said,
" rvith the facts conceived in their own and not in a fantastic
connection ". This is the meaning of the principles of dialectics
as formulated, for example, by Stalin, in the chapter on dialectics
in the History of the Comr,eunist Party of the Soaiet Union.2

MECHANISM AS A FORM OF METAPHYSICS
Ths rvprcar, form which the metaphysical approach takes in
bourgeois science is that of mechanism.
Now some confusion exists among bourgeois scientists and

ph
i"
ph
i.

i
terms
occurs
all ph

. For instance,
ecent book on

what

" Mechanism
to the larvs of

1 Engels, .Anti-Duhing, pp. 17-19.
2 See History of C.P.S.U., p. 106

ft. Also Stalin, Dialectical and

Itr i s t ori c atr M at erialis m.

Stalin fonnulates four principles of the dialectical method:

opposing tendencies which operate on the basis oT these contradictions'
Those who take it upon themselves to examine and criticise the

dialectical materialist method commonly overlook Stalin's classical

the Sotsiet Union (p. 52 fi), and with Paul Freedman's examination of it in The Principles o;f Scientific Research (p. 63 tr).

In
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matter in motion."l If that is so, then mechanism is the same
as materialism (which, needless to say, this author does not
define in his glossary); for materihlism holds that everything
that exists is an exemplification of the laws of matter in motion-.
But on the contrary, mechanism is a particular, restrictive,
metaphysical view about matter and its laws. The mechanist
conceives the motion

of matter exclusively

as mechanical motion.

From the point of view of the mechanist, mechanical motion
is the sole possible motion of matter. Hence when he finds
rnaterial processes, forms of the movement of matter, which
do not answer to the mechanist postulates, he comes to the
conclusion that the whole idea of matter has broken down-

is not an adequate conception, and the scientists have lacked
the dialectical conception of the forms of movement of matter.
We may recognise mechanism in its purest and simplest form,
of matter, in the conception that matter
consists of discrete particles, distributed in space and interacting
in time. The rnechanist assumption is that each particle has
certain definite properties, such as its position, mass, velocity,
and so onl that the particles interact according to certain definiie
and eternal laws; that the motion of a particle never changes
except as a result of the action of some outside force; that
everything that happens can be reduced to this type of interaction, i.e. to the mechanical interaction of particles; and that
all the changing qualities which we recognise in matter are
notling but the appearances of the basic mechanical mo ion of
matter.
The essence of mechanism is not that it reduces all phenomena
to the laws of motion of matter, but that it reduces all the
rnotion of matter to mechanical motion, i.e,, to the simple change
in place of particles as a result of the action of exteinal forcis
as a metaphysical view

upon thern.
1

lf.

Flawton, Philosophy lor Pleasure,
40

p.

204.

DETERMINISTIC AND STATISTICAL REGULARITIES
Tnn coNcnprrou of rneohanisrn was historically associated with
that of determinism, and the mechanist conception of matter
gave rise to
determinism
laws governi

statl of the
else that happens afterwards is thereby uniquely determined.
But the conception of determinism then itself gives rise to

y

the
the
mot

and

of statistical regularities in

tter. For in general, examining the
involving the interaction of a vely

what will happen in such a system. For example, in tossing coins,
we do not know enough to say how the coin will fall in each
instance, but we can express the probability of its falling
" heads " over a large number of instances.
Thus the mechanist conception gives rise to the twin rdeas of

deterministic and statistical regularities in nature.
From this it is a simple step to the rejection of deteritrinism'

ic regularities

It u
the
stati
dete

were

obeYed: and that
indirti.duals obeyed

laws' But there is
no need for the mechanist to make this postulate. Nlechanism
can well dispense with it, and has dispensed with it' From
saying that the individuals obey deterministic laws but we
know enough about them to demonstrate that they do,
"u.r.rot
can pass to saying that the ultimate regulwities me
mechanism
statistical and that there is an absolute randomness in the motion

means

that the

mechanist transfers the

his own mind into nature, and makes

ective. In the mechanist

+l

that
metaphysics, the con-

ception of statistical regularity is first deduced from that of
deterministic regularity, and then leads to the negation of

determinism. Such is the development
physics of science.

of the mechanist

meta-

It is sometimes supposed that this rejection of determinism
is the rejection of mechanism. This is no so. Science continues
to be mechanistic even when it rejects the postulatd of
determinism and substitutes for it that of an ultimate statistical
regularity. The argument as to whether the motion of matter
" ultimately " obeys deterministic or statistical regularities is a
metaphysical argument between two equally mechanist conceptions of the movement of matter.
The dialectical materialist seeks to formulate the internal
dialectic of the motion of matter, the movement of contradictions issuing in the transf,ormation of quantitative into
qualitative changes. For dialectics, both deterministic and
statistical regularities are useful conceptions of science-but
not jf either of them is made intq a metaphysical ultirnate.
Materialist dialectics reinstates the conception of determinismbut not in its old, metaphysical, mechanist form. For dialectical
materialism everything that happens is deterrnined-not by the
initial position and velocity of each separate material particle
in some hypothetical antecedent state of the universe-trut in
the course of the struggle of opposing tendencies which operate
on the basis of the contradictions contained in all things and
phenomena of nature.

of

one form

mechanism?

of movement into another and the derivation of
movement from another-bringing
with it the
**fri.t
emergence of new qualities of matter in motiir,
are the
expression of differences in the form of motion.
one form

of

+2

Ancl this involves the conception

of the inexhaustibility of

of all these milestones in the knowledge df nature
gained by the progressing science of man. The electron is as
inexhaustible as the atom, nature is infinite. ."1
character

matter frorn motion, or of space and time from matter in rnotion'
The discoveries of modi:rn science in their entirety bear out
and vindicate this criticism of mechanisrn- The crisis of
bourgeois science is the expression of its failure to rid itself of
mechnnist conceptions and to advance to the conceptions of
clialectics.

CRITICISM OF MECHANISM

Wnar ane the basic features of our criticism of

cal,.mechanist
(b) Secondly, in opposi
made things ",
conception of the world as
conception of
each with its own fixed p
the world as a complex of processes, in which things arise, have
their existence, and pass away.

And as a result, mechanism in science becomes the companion of idealism in science. The failure of bourgeois science
io rid itself of its own mechanist preconceptions and to achieve
the dialectical synthesis is at the same time its collapse into
idealism.
The inseparable cornpanionship which has come into existence

between idealisrn and mechanism has two asPects.
On the one hand, when those who can conceive of no other
forrn of motion of matter than mechanical motion find that
1 Lenin, Selecteil Works,

\ol. XI, p. 318'
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the

of

classiqal

down

scientific

are.inexplica

is doing

in the face

#.ffi il?::"ffi

we

On the other hand, those who are concerned to cornbat
to spin out idealistic theories, make use of

materialisrn and

mechanist conceptions to give a

idealist fantasies.

" scientific ,, appearance to their

There remains, of course, a large body of research workers
who continue to cling to the traditional rnechanist materialist
conceptions of science and who, because of the manifest defects
her continue to wage a losing battle
take refuge

to let

in

questions

specialised, empirical
of theory look after

The way in rvhich mechanist conceptions are worked into
idealist theory in order to give it an appearance of ,, science,,
is well illustrated in Toynbee's Studies in History. Toynbee,s
conception of history is completely idealist: he regards the

in the struggle for progress and tlat struggle itself as a hopeless
fight against overwhelming odds.l
DIALECTICAL CONTRADICTION, BASIC CONCEPTION OF
MATERIALIST DIALECTICS
LrNru wnorB that " in its proper meaning, dialectics is the study
of the contradiction within the very essence of things ".2 And
fnrther, in his notes On Dililectics:
" DJrr.Iep,osnt - is---![rg.-s,qygglg. -s-f- "gp. pppites.. The two basic
conceptions of development are: developrnent as decriase or
increase, as repetition, and development as unity of opposites.
In the first conception of motion, its drizting force temains it
the shade. In the second conception it is to the knowledge of
the source of self-movement that attention is chiefly directed.
The first conception is lifeless. The second is vital' The second
alone furnishes the key to the self-movernent of everything in
existence; it alone furnishes the key to the leaps, to the breaks
in continuity, to the transformation into the opposite, to the
destruction of the old and the emergence of the new. The unity
(coincidence, identity, resultant) of opposites is conditional,
temporary, transitory, relative. The struggle of mutually
exclusive opposites is absblute, just as developrnent and motion
are absolute."3

The conception of dialectical contradiction, as " the key to
the self-movement of everything in existence ", is the basic
conception of the dialectical method.
CONTRADICTION AND INTERACTION

l-*fi'it"T:1T"i*
interaction between
bodies moving

whelmingly great. Thus
give colour to an idealist
utterly reactionary theory
s a purely negative factor
44

in different directions, which bump up

2 Lenin, Philosophicat Notebooks, quoted

p.

109.

3 Lenin, Selected Works, Yot.

XI, p.
45

82'

in trlistory of

against

C.P.S.U-'

orle another-or between forces acting

in difierent

their opposition producing a resultant force-is

directions,
not the same as

dialectical contradiction.
This is not to say that mechanical interaction is not a fact. Of
course it is. But it is not the key to the self-rnovement of matter,
and the self-movement of rnatter cannot be reduced to
mechanical interaction. Mechanical interaction takes place within

of mind and body. The mechanical materialists, we are informed
by those who hold by this sort of " dialectics ", taught that
matter acts on mind, the idealist taught that mind is independent of matter and acts on matter, but dialectical materialism
says that they interact. At that rate one of our leading
" dialectjcal materialists " is Professor William McDougal.

it is said that bourgeois genetics is highly dialectical,
it teaches that the form of the body is the result of the

"Again,
because

interaction of genes and soma.

is

Sometimes, however, the mechanist conception of interaction
dressed up in a " dialectical " language, so that mechanism

is substituted for dialectics, and dialectics is reduced to vulgar
mechanism.

Thus Bukharin used to give as the best example of dialectical
contradiction, the parallelogram of forces-the action of force

A

ar.d force B produces a resultant, C.
This same reduction of dialectics to mechanics leads to the
view that the " dialectical conflict " of opposite tendencies must
result in the establishment of some state of equilibrium-between
them and in some resultant in which the conflict of opposites
is reconciled and overcome. Thus that dubious authority on
dialectics, Dr. Julian Huxley, who is incapable of thinking in
any but a mechanist way, states that " one element in orthodox
Marxism " is " the principle that advance is efiected through
the reconciliation of opposites, by the reconciliation of thesis

and antithesis in a higher synthesis."l Actually, Marxism holds
that, as Lenin puts it, " the unity, coincidence, identity, resultant
of opposites is conditional, temporary, transitory, relative. The
struggle of mutually exclusive opposites is absolute, .just as
development and motion are absolute',.
Again, dialectical materialism is sornetimes presented as if
it were nothing but a commonplace theory of the interaction
1
" Soviet Genetics, the Real Issue," in Nature, Vol. 153,
f.No.Fluxley,
4156, June 25, 1949,p.978. Dr. Huxley is shocked that Soviet
geneticists appear to have " abandoned " this " principle ".
+6

But none of this departs from the standpoint of mechanisrn'
To talk like this is not to use the dialectical method, but is to
dress up rnechanistic science in a " dialectical " terminology'
Anyone can find " dialectical contradictions " like this with a
,rinimrlrn of effort, but they do not help much to understand
the self-movement of rnatter, the driving force, as I-enin said,
of development. The self-movement of matter cannot be reduced
if that interaction is called " the
opposites
of
struggle
".

to mechanical interaction, even

DIALECTICAL CONTRADICTION ILLUSTRATED BY THE
BASIC CONTRADICTION OF CAPITALISM
Ir wr want to find the true rneaning of dialectical contradiction,
the materialist conception of
we shall find it
cally analysed the genesis and
history. Manr an
of capitalism and the movenatuie of the tra

ment of capitalist society on the basis of this contradiction'
They demonstrated as the basic contradiction of capitalism, the
contradiction between the socialisation of production, on the
one hand, and, on the other hand, the private ownership of the
means of production and private appropriation of thqproduct'
With the development of capitalism, writes Engels, " the
means of production, and production itself, had become in
essence socialised ".l In place of individual producers, each
turning out his own individual product, numbers of producers
were brought together in great enterprises. Within the four
1 Engels, Anti-Duhing, p. 304. See also Socialisnt, Utopian and
Scientific, Chap.

III.
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walls

of the factory,

production was co-operative,

social,

planned. But socialised production was still " subjected to a form
of appropriation which presupposed the private production of

individuals, under which, therefore, every one owns his own
product and brings it to market. The mode of production is
subjected to this form of appropriation, although it abolishes
the conditions upon which the latter rests ".1
Thus in pre-capitalist society, the individual producer owned
his own means of production and appropriated the product.
This private ownership of the means of production and private
appropriation of the product was, however, carried over into the
new stage when production had become socialised, and took the

form of capitalist ownership and capitalist

appropriation.

Socialised production had abolished the conditions upon which
private ownership of means of production and private appropriation rested, but this private ownership and private approptiation still continued to exist in a changed form. A contradiction was generated between socialised production, on the one
hand, and private ownership of the means of production and
private appropriation on the other hand.
This is the basic contradiction of capitalism, and says Engels,
it " contains the germ of the whole of the social antagonisms of
today. . . . The contradiction beteen socialised preduction and

capitalist appropriation manifests itself as the antagonism of
proletariat and bourgeoisie."2
llhus the forrn of the class struggle, and the entire movement
of capitalist society, is generated by the fundamental contradiction of capitalism, and takes place and operates on the basis of

this contradiction. This is an example of seeing " the contradiction in the very essence of things " and of understanding the
contradiotion as the driving force of development and the source

of self-rnovement.
In the light of this we can begin to understand the profound
meaning of Stalin's statement of the dialectical principle of
contradiction, and the difference between the conceptions of

" Dialectics ", says Stalin, " holds that internal contradictions
in all things and phenomena of nature, for they
all have their positive and negative sides, a past and a future,
are inherent

something dying away and something developing."1
In the case of the development of capitalism, the past manifests itself as the continuation in new conditions of the private
ownership of the means of production and private appropriation
of the product, while the future manifests itself as the socialisation of production. Again, th.at zuhich is dying auay is the
capitalist systern of ownership and appropriatiort, whrle that
a:hich is developing is socialised production, which demands
the expropriation of the capitalists and the establishment of
socialist ownership of, the means of production.
Further, it is the rvorking out of this contradiction which
provides the key to understanding the development of societl'"
Bourgeois theorists can very well appreciate, for example, the
existence of classes and the fact that classes come into conflict over various issues; they can recognise the interaction of
classes and the class struggle. What they cannot recognise is
that the class struggle proceeds on the basis of the fundamental
contradiction of capitalism, the consequence of rvhich is that
it can issue only in the expropriation of the capitalists through
the dictatorship of the proletariat.2

THE DISCOVERY OF CONTRADICTIONS:
MICHURINIST BIOLOGY
disclosure of contradictions is always a discotery, ,the
outcorne of profound theoretical analysis operating on1 the
material of experience, practice, experiment.
The basic dialectical contradictions " in the very essence of
things " are not disclosed simply by seeking for example's in
a History ol C.P.S.U., p. 109.
2 Thus Lenin wrote in State and Rev^olutian: " 'lt is often said and
written that the core of Marx's ttheory is the class struggle; but it
The theory of the class struggle was ,tot created
is not true.

Tnn

dialectical contradiction and mechanical interaction.
a ibid.
2 ibid, p.305.

Z:
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,.il'

VII, p. 33.)
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current scientific literature
tendencies

", but by a

of " the conflict of

theoretical analysis, based

opposite

on

the
materials of scientific investigation and tested in practice, which
penetrates to and discoo'ers the essence of the contradiction

underlying the phenomena investigated.

If the job of

the

dialectician were merely to look for exa.mples of dialectics in
science, then the methods of dialectics would be of little
practical use to the scientist. But in fact dialectics is a nnethod
penetratittg the scimces, which shous the zaay to cary ftnawd

the adaance ol science to lleza achiezsements.
- This is again exernplified in the profoundly
materialistdialectical conceptions of Michurinist biology in the Soviet

Union. The victory of the Michurinist trend in the biological
controversy in the U.S.S.R. was, indeed, a victory for socialist
science and for the Soviet people. And like all the successes of

the Soviet lJnion, it is a success for the socialist rnovement
and for the common people everywhere in the world, even if
some do not like such successes.
In opposition to the mechanist conception of the growth of
the organic body as the result of the interaction of genes and
sorna, Lysenko has disclosed the contradiction inherent in biological phenornena, namely, the. dialectical contradiction betrveen
the heredity of the organism-which he defines as " the property of a living body to require definite conditions for irc life
and development and to respond in a defirrite way to various
conditions ",1 at:,d which is " inherent. . . in any particle of the
living body rr:-and the changing conditions of life.

Heredity, says Lysenko, " is the efiect of the concentration
of the action of environrnental conditions assirnilated by the
organism in a series of preceding generations ".3 Hence " vrhen
an organism finds in its environment the conditions suitable to
its heredity, its development proceeds in the sarne way as it
proceeded in previous generations. When, however, organisms
do not find the conditions they require and are forced to
a The Situation it Biological Science, p.35.

assimi.late environmental conditions which, to some extent, do
not accord with their nature, then the organisms or sections of
their bodies becorne more or less different from the preceding

altered section of the body is the starting
the latter will, to sorne extent or
nen,
generation,
point for the
other, differ frorn the preceding generation in its requirements
and nature."1
t{ence at the basis of the whole development of organic life

gencration.

If the

lies the dialectical contradiction between the nature of an
organism-its heredity, representing its past-and the conditions
of its life and developrnent.
Ilere, then, is the discovery, the disclosure, of the contradiction on the basis of qrhich operate all those factors vrhich deterrnine the actual fate and growth of the organisrn. This conception gives the key to the understanding of heredity and its
uuiiubiliiy, and at the same time opens the way to trernendous
advances in practice, in men's control over nature-so that we
do not need to wait for favours frorn nature, but learn better
how to wrest them from her.
The discovery of Soviet Michurinist biology has a considerable bearing on the perennial controversy in bourgeois biology
between mechanisrn and vitalism. It is the very limitations of
hourgeois biology which generate'this controversy, and it moves
i,vithin the horns of a di!.emma of its own creating' Bernard
Shaw recently expressed the opinion that Lysenko was a vitalist.
Zavadovsky said he was a mechanist. Actually the antithesis
that theory must be either vitaiist or mechanist only arises
within biology when it has failed to grasP the dialectic of its

own subject rnatter. Michurinism is neither vitaiisrn uor
mechanism in biology, it is dialectical materialisrn.
trn its account of evolution, moreover, bourgeois biology has
been faced with the dilemrna, that either it must suppose that
evolution is the result of the operation of chance occurrences,
of a statistical frequency of random mutations upon lvhich
natural selection operates-in which case the action of the
environment is represented as purely negative and destructive,

2 ibid, p. 606.
3 ibid, p. 41.

t
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ibid,

p.35.
5l

killing. off ttre unfit and leaving the others to survive and hand

on their characters

to

,,

prr-

" is operating, a
This dilemma arises
of the
organism and its envir
n biology, rvhich begins to disclose the dialectic of organic development, has no recourse to either of these suppositions.
It is aptly called " creative Darwinism ", b€cause it brings out
the positive, creative aspect of the dialectical relations between
organism and environment, and because it shows how we can
creatively make use of this for changing the nature of plants
and animals. It shows how changes in the conditions of life
lead to changes in the " type of development of organisrns ,,,
and so to changes in their heredity, in their,,nature,,;l and
consequently how " by regulating external conditions, the conpose

Lysenko, incidentally, has been accused

of " Lamarckism,,.

True, Lysenko agrees with Lamarck that adaptive changes in

the organism are not merely random occurrences, and he

agrees

with Lamarck-and Darwin-that " acquired characters ,i are
inherited. But Lysenko has advanced far beyond Lamarck in
studying the dialectical relation of organism and environment
the organism is forced to undergo
he has likewise corrected the simple
hat all acquired characters are heritable
by the study of the conditions under which acquired characters

can become heritable.
1 ibid, p. 37.
2 ibid, p. 41.
3 ibiil, p. 47.

" The extent of the hereditary transmission of alterations ",
writes Lysenko, " depends on the extent to which the substances of the altered section of the body join in the general
process which leads to the formation of reproductive sex or
vegetative cells."l To the extent that this condition is fulfilled,
alterations consequent on organisms being " forced to assimilate
environmental conditions which, to some degree or other, do
not accord with their nature ", are reproduced in the next
generation and result in the formation of a changed heredity.

In this way Michurinist biology finds the basis for

Morgan-Mendelists, who proclaim that hereditary alterations
or mutations, as they are called, are indefinite, presume that
such alterations cannot as a matter of principle be predicted.
lVe have here a peculiar conception of unknowability; its name

is idealism in biology."2
a ibitl, p. 18.
2 ibid, p. 26.
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a

materialist account of the occurrence of adaptive changes in the
nature of organisms, on which natural selection operates, which
involves neither the conception of a " life force ", " purpose ",
or " entelechy ", nor the conception of evolution having its basis
in the chance ocurrence of rnutations. And from this materialist
conception it follows that we ourselves can learn to change the
nature of organisms in desirable directions, by causing them to
assimilate at definite stages of their developrnent environmental
conditions which force them to change in the directions we
desire. Indeed, it was frorn the determined effort, in the Soviet
Union, to change living nature, that there was gained the more
profound understanding of the dialectical laws of the devetroprnent of living nature which is contained in Michurin biolog-y-.
The Michurinist position contains a fundamental criticisrn
of the idealism and mechanism in bourgeois biology; and this
criticism involves the disclosure of the idealism contained in
the mechanism of genetics.
" Morgan-Mendelisrn ", said Lysenko, " endows the postulated mythical hereditary substance with an indefinite variation property. Mutations, i.e. changes of the hereditary sutrThe
stance, are supposed to have no definite tendency.
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In

bourgeois genetics, ideaiism, tvhich expresses itself through

the medium of mechanistic conceptions, tal<es its most typicatr
modern form as a doctrine of lirnitation and unknorvability.

IN tnn

DIALECTICS AND PHYSICS
case of physics. it cannot be said that

a dialectical
materialist trend in physics has yet clearly emerged in opposition
to the rnechanism and formalism of bourgeois physics. Such a
trenC will emerge, not simply from the criticism of existing
physical theory and the interpretation of existing experimental
data, but as a new discovery in physics, arising from the pressing forward of physical research with the aim of mastering the
forces of nature in the service of rnankind.
of bourgeois theory in
wrote: " The physical idealis'ro of today rnerely
means that one school of natural scientists in one branch of
natural science has slid into a reactionarv philosophy, being
unable to rise directly from metaphysical materialism to dialectical materialisrn. . . . Modern physics is in travail; it is giving
birth to dialectical materialism. The process of childbirth is
painful. And in addition to a living healthy being, there are
bound to be produced certain dead products, refuse fit only for
the garbage heap."1
Dirac, uncomfortably aware of the unsatisfactory character
of the " dead products " of bourgeoise physical theory, writes
that " it is quite unnecessary that any satisfying description
of the whole course of the phenomena should be given."2 What
does he mean by a " satisfying description " ? It is quite evident
that he means a description in classical mechanist terrns, which
assigns the ultimate components of the physical world and then
accounts for physical phenornena in terms of the mechanical
. interactions of these components. But classical mechanics has
broken dol+.n. Therefore Dirac and other physicists conclude
that '( we cannot form a mental picture " of the real physicatr
world " without introducing irrelevancies ".3 They despair of
1 Lenin, Selected Worhs, Yol. XI, p. 365.
Cornmenting on the existing state

physics, Lenin

2 Dirac, Quantum Mechanics, p. 7.
3 ibid, p. vi.
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producing any physical theory, and take refuge in a formalisrn,
the aim of which is merely to work out mathematical forrnulae
which will enable them to predict the probabilities of observa-

tions. But this does not stop other physicists, and even the

formalists themselves on occasion, continuing to seek for the
ultimate components of the phydical world and arguing whether
these components are waves or particles or a mixture of both.
For dialectical rnaterialism, the task of physical theory cannot
lrc to write down the ultimate, irreducib,le physical components of

the universe. Nor is it to work out a mathematical formalism
t,'hich leaves the nature of the physical world shrouded in'
mystery. For dialectical nwterialism the task of physical theory
is to disclose and uovh ou.t the basic contradicti,ons underlying pkysical ltrocesses, dnd to show lrcto, the osrious lactors
athich determine the course of physical Processes operate on
tlw basis of these contradictio'tr.s. And this tash cannot be
ach.ieoed sirnply by philosophical discussi.on about physics, but
only in the course of actual physical reseaych.
Here it may be noted that there are " dialecticians " who
already rejoice in the fact that physical theory has involved
itself in " contradictions ". Physical theory teaches that an
electron, for exarnple, is a particle, and it also teaches that an
electron is not a particle but a system of waves. Some physicists
say that a particle is really a wave-packet, others say that a
wave is merely the expression of the aggregate motion of many
particles. The whole theory is a muddle, a contradiction.
But " dialecticians " then come for.ward and say that all is
just as it should be: an electron is a particle, and it is also
not a particle but a wave-there is the " dialectical contradiction " in physics.
If this were a dialectical contradiction, then one would only
have to make self-contradictory statements to be a dialectician.
This is a simple logical contradiction between contradictory
propositions, of the sort that was analysed more than two
thousand years ago by Aristotle. Aristotle taught that if a theory
contains logical contradictions then that theory cannot be
accepted; and dialectical rnaterialists agree with him. The

contradictions in bourgeois physical theory are sympton.rs of the
-\
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profound crisis
" dialectical ".

of that theory, not

signs that

it is becorning

The task of dialectics is not to accept the contradictory
proposition that an electron is both a wave and a particle. Its
task is to disclose the real dialectical contradiction in physical
processes-the objective contradiction in the physical world, not
a fo.rmal contradiction between propo'sitions-and to show how
the wave-like and particle-like properties manifested by electrons
come into being on the basis of that real contradiction. This
has not been done, but remains to be done. It is a question

of physical research.
So far as bourgeois physical theory is concerned, sorne of its
main difficulties centre around the theory of the atomic nucleus.
llhe atomic nucleus constitutes, as it were, the central knot of
contradictions of the physical world, just as the simple commodity constituted the central knot of contradictions in the
sphere of economics. Bourgeois theory in physics is no more
capable of understanding the nature of the atornic nucleus than
bourgeois theory in econornics was capable of understanding the
nature of cornmodities.
LEVELS OF ORGANISATION OF MAX'TER
AuoNc rHE most important of the applications of the conceptions of dialectics is that to the problem of the so-called levels
of organisation of matter. The co'nception of levels is a
conception of process, of development-of a historical chain of
development from physical processes to chernical, frorn
chemistry

to liying organisms, from life to

consciousness and

to the development of human society. Each level is the subject
matter of a separate science, and exhibits its own typical objects
and laws, which ernerge with the emergence of that level and
are investigated with the help of the methods and concepts of
the appropriate science.
It is a concept of bourgeois science, which has been generated
out of the development of bourgeois science and has been
exhaustively treated by bourgeois philosophy. Needham, for
instance, has stressed the role played by the concept of levels
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in the philosophy of Herbert Spencer.l Again, the same concept looms large in the recent theories about " the unity of
science " of the logical positivists.2
So we must not think that the existence of levels of organisation of matter is a discovery of dialectical materialism, nor that
simply to recognise and talk about the levels of organisation
of matter is to be a dialectical materialist.
The levels of organisation of matter present an insoluble
problem to bourgeois science and bourgeois philosophy. And
as usually happens, the trourgeois thinkers and investigators
are torn between two alternative and opposite bourgeois
approaches.

On the one hand are the mechanists, who pose the task of
so-called " levelling down ": they maintain that everything that
happens can be reduced to happenings on the lower level, which

implies that there is a bottom level-the level of physics-to
which everything can be reduced, so that there'is really nothing
in the world except the types of processes studied by physics.
This was expressed by the logical positivists, who said that
all the statements of all the sciences could ideally be translated

into " the language of physics ".
On the other hand are the " emergent evolutionists " and the
" holists ", who say that each level presents something
absolutely new, which is inexplicable in teims of the lower level.
What is first of all important is that in arguing against the
one view we should not embrace the other. We do not, for
exarnple, fight the mechanists as comrades-in-arms of Field
Marshal Smuts. Smuts says that an " organised whole " has
some superior sort of treing of its own, higher than that of its
parts. The utterly reactionary character of this view is shown
by the fact, amongst others, that it is used to justify the theory
that the State has a mystical being of its own, above and beyond

the individual-thaf the State is an " organic whole

", with a

life and even a consciousness of its own, to which the individuals
are subordinated. This is a very useful theory for fascists.
1 J..Needham, Time, the Relreshing Rioer, p.233 fr.
2 See Carnap, Logical Foundctions
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of the Unity ol

Science.

FORMS OF MOVEMENT OF MATTER

The problem of levels has not yet been exhaustively treated

in all its

aspects by dialectical materialists; and, indeed, such
a treatment is bound up with the further development of the

various sciences themselves.

Of fundamental importance is it to realise that a new level is
not something which mysteriously appears when a new sort
of " organised whole ", with new qualities as a whole, is formed
out of the aggregation of objects belonging to a lower level.
According to some of those who talk about levels, objects can
come together and interact as a "mere aggregate"; but on
the other hand, to the mere aggregation of objects there may
be added something extra-and how it is added appears
inexplicable-namely, special " organising relations ", as a result
of which an aggregation of objects becomes an organised whole.
Thus Needham, for example, writes of the special " organising
relations " which it is the business of biology to study. He
poses the task of studying the causal sequence whereby the
higher organisation of the fully-formed organism arises from
the lower organisation of the zygote-and, presumably, whereby
the higher organisation of living matter arises from the lower
organisation of nonJiving rnatter: but he appears to hold out
few hopes of solving this task.l
This view of organisation----of special, higher-level organised
lvholes, arising from the appearance of special organising relations which impose themselves upon objects-rests upon the
tacit acceptance of a mechanist view of matter. 'fhe material
world is thought to consist of discrete ob.iects in interaction:
special organising relations controlling that interaction are then
introduced to account for the so-called levels of brganisation
which emerge in the course of the historical development of
matter. As so often happens, mechanist and idealist views here
go hand in hand: mechanism gives rise to idealism, idealism
makes use of mechanism.
But new levels primarily mean-not the organisation of the
basic particles of matter into new " organised wholes "-fg1
new lorms of mooewent of matter, whi.ch manilest themseloes
1 Needham, Biochemistry ond Morphogenesis.
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io new qualities, new kinds of obiects and neu potentialitizs of*orr**t. If, indeed, we talked about the ascending scale of
the movement of matter rather than about the ascending scale
of " levels ", sLlch a terminology might be less confusing.
And this postulates +Jrat the transition to tke nettt lorm of
moaement can be demonstrated as mising frorn tke preztious
n find an example of such a dernonere the dialectical materialist method
applied, namely, the materialist conception of history.

emergence

of human society'

And man henceforward can no longer be studied purely from
the standpoint of biology. 'I'he movement of hurnan society does
not consist of anything but the activities of the individual men
and women who belong to it. But it is a new form of rnovement,
exhibiting new laws of motion and new qualities. And the
individuals taking part in this movement become not simply
human anirnals, a particular species which can be studied biobut social beings, with attributes of a special kind
logically,
'transcend

*hi"h

the field of biology-masters and

slaves,

capitalists and workers, and so on. Moreover, at a certain stage

the products of human labour acquire special attributes and

become commodities; and natural objects, like bits of metal and
pieces of paper, become rnoney and means of exchange and
credit. All this is perfectly explicable. We can follow stage by
stage the process whereby it all happened.
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Moreover, when the higher form of movement is generated, it
is built out of the lower forms, as it were, and contains thern
within itself; the objects which are drawn into the new movement acquire thereby new properties but retain their characteristics as participants in the lower movement; the higher form
of movement contains the lower within itself and contradicts it,

so that we may speak of a dialectical interpenetration and
struggle of Ievels or of forms of movement of matter.
For example, the growth of the shell of a mollusc or the
skeleton of a mammal, in the course of which the form of the
shell or skeleton arises, depends on the mechanical properties
of shell and bone. The mechanical, physical, and chemical properties of matter manifest themselves throughout the entire
movement of living matter.l And the understanding of this
is essential for the understanding of the higher forn of movement as a whole. Medicine could not get far in the under-

protein is, or what life is, as to the derivation of it. Why?
Engels in his day put it excellently when he said that 'in order
to gain an exhaustive knowledge of what life is, we should have
to go through all the forms in which it appears, from the lowest
up to the highest.' Consequently, in order to understand and
learn what protein is, it is also necessary to go through all the
forms of manifestation, from the lowest to the highest. And for
this we need experiment, experiment, and again experiment."r
This statement expresses confidence it the possibility of
scbntific und.erstanding ol the nature of the phenornena at euery
lnel by the disclosure of the dialectical moaem'ent chmacteristic
of eaery stage, and by the derioation ol the higher form o'f

from the lower.
The " problem of levels " is to be solved, and is only to be
solved, by demonstrating, at each " level ", how the new form
of movement comes into being and what are its properties.
rnooelnent

SCIENCE

IN THE

STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM

IN coNcr,usroN, dialectical materialism is a world view and a
method, which has its basis in the discoveries of the sciences,
and which generalises and carries forward the discoveries

fn

general, the more completely rre cqn. demonstrate haw the

sciences

of the

in the light of the new, creative ide6logy which

of the working-class struggle.
method, which needs to be continually
enriched and extended with the advance of the sciences, is a
powerful weapon of science-a weapon of criticism, a method
leading to new and profound discoveries, and a guide to the
grand strategy of the planned advance of science in the service
cxpresses the experience and aims

'fhis world view and

A statement by Academician Perov, in the recent Soviet triological discussion, has a bearing on the problem of the dialectical
understanding of " levels ". He said:
" Science is already able to control life, can control living
and dead protein. But science cannot yet say definitely whai
1 Cp. D'Arcy T'hompson, Grozath and Form.
2 This rvas a fundamental feature of Pavlov's work on rligestion,
for
example, in which Pavlov revealed the fact that he was anvthins
but. a mech_anist, although he is often treated as one by vulgariserE

of his

work.
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of the people.
In the capitalist world, the scientists are captives of monopoly capitalism-in their work, in so far as it is dictated and
directed by the interests of the monopolies; and in their outlook,
rvhich is bounded by bourgeois mechanism and idealism, and
which is content ivith the reduction of science to an aggregate of
specialised studies.

The task of mastering and using materialist dialectics in
I Sitration in Biological Science, p. 149. The quotation from Engels
is from ,4nti-Duhing, p.96,
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It is a front of the people's
struggle against monopoly capitalism and for peace and
socialism. In exposing the limitations and distortions, practical
science is a part of the class struggle.

and theoretical, which science suffers under capitalist conditions,
Marxists call upon scientists to join in this struggle, in order
to build the new, socialist science which will carry forward the
achievements of the past to new heights in the sen'ice of the
people.
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